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From long-ago inhabitants to

chefs, musicians and merchants,

Phoenicians are full of

superstitions. Here are a few.

Superstition Springs

Arizona is built on and around the

land of 20 different Native

American tribes. But it’s not easy

to get Natives to talk about

superstitions, because, well,

they’re superstitious about doing
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so. The Pimas believe it’s

especially dangerous to relate

myths or share superstitions in the

summertime, because they will be

bitten by rattlesnakes.

Despite the sometimes silence on

the subject, Native culture is rich

with superstition, says

James Barajas, the buyer of

American Indian art at the Heard

Museum in Phoenix. The museum

gift shop moves a lot of Zuni

stone-carved fetishes from New

Mexico.

“They resemble animals and

represent different animal spirits

that have different properties of

good luck,” Barajas explains. “So if

you want better luck while

hunting, you can take along a

fetish that you’ve tied an

arrowhead onto. The Hopi have

kachina dolls that hold special

powers to ward off evil. Others

bring blessings, like rain during the

summer or help with improving

your health.”

The Navajo have a special

medicine basket they use for

blessing sand used to make sand

paintings; Barajas sells these

paintings at the Heard. “They’re

not just any old painting,” he

explains. “They’re made in a
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Native hogan, while the artist is

saying a particular spiritual chant.

Without the chant, it’s just another

painting.”

Sick with flu, or fighting with your

mother-in-law? No problem. The

Navajo say you can cure ills with

one of these paintings. Making

them is a skill they learned from

the Pueblo Indians. The finished

artworks are also used in healing;

to bless people, animals, events,

and homes; and to create and

restore harmony. But if you’re a

lousy artist, the spell won’t work.

Every detail must be exactly right.

And after you finish the painting,

you have to destroy it.

A similar Apache superstition

claims a sand portrait of a sick

person must be painted while that

person is ill, Kahl says. A medicine

man must be the artist, and while

12 Natives sing and masked

dancers perform, the patient

enters from the east. After the

singing ends, the dancers scrape

the sand paint colors off the

canvas and rub them on the sick

person. If he doesn’t recover, it

means the painting wasn’t good

enough, or that the gods wanted

him to be sick.

All of these firmly held beliefs pale
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in comparison to the legend of the

Superstition Mountains, that

majestic range just east of the

Valley.

“You’re talking about more than

150 years of being afraid of a

whole pile of land,” says 97-year-

old George Johnston. He’s

president emeritus of the

Superstition Mountain Museum.

“The Pimas believed if you went up

in those mountains, you’d

disappear,” Johnston explains.

“Their dead ancestors lived up

there, and they knew that because

they would hear strange sounds or

see lightning coming from up

there.” Salt River Valley farmers

heard these stories in the late 19th

century and dubbed the mountain

range Superstition.

“When you’re talking

superstitions,” Johnston boasts, “it

doesn’t get bigger than a whole

mountain.”

Luster Kaboom
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Games of Chance

Several years ago, Arizona

Cardinals right guard Deuce Lutui

ate a day-old Wetzel’s Pretzel

before a game.

“And we won,” he says. After that,

Lutui considered eating a day-old

pretzel before every game, he told

reporters. No one was all that

surprised, because athletes — a

whole bunch of them, anyway —

are big on pregame rituals.

Former Phoenix Suns guard Kyle

Macy (now a coach at

Transylvania University) famously

pulled up his socks and bounced

the basketball three times — never

twice or four times — before every

free throw. ASU Sun Devils head

football coach Todd Graham

routinely sends players out onto

the field carrying either the

Arizona state flag, the American

flag, or a sledgehammer. Following

a team victory, a rock with the

opposing team’s logo is crushed

on the locker-room floor by a

player wielding that hammer.

In 2009, the Cardinals hosted a

pep rally before leaving for Super

Bowl XLIII against the Pittsburgh

Steelers. At that rally, then-mayor

of Phoenix Phil Gordon ignored

Coach Ken Whisenhunt’s warning
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Coach Ken Whisenhunt s warning

not to disrespect the Terrible

Towel by blowing his nose into it.

As a result, Whisenhunt says, the

Cardinals lost the Super Bowl.

“Athletes are traditionally

superstitious,” reports Phoenix

Suns public relations director

Carlos Manzanillo, who used to

work for the San Antonio Spurs.

“Sports routines are already

repetitious. That lends itself well to

rituals and superstitions.”

But athletes typically don’t like to

talk about those rituals and

superstitions, Manzanillo says.

“Kawhi Leonard wears a special

shirt to shoot baskets in when he’s

warming up,” he says of the

famous Spurs team member. “The

shirt has to be different from

whatever the other team is

wearing. But he doesn’t like to

make a big deal out of it. Athletes

are often shy about that stuff.”

That may be why Arizona

Diamondbacks’ senior media

director Casey Wilcox demurred

when asked about his team’s

famously superstitious player,

closer Jose Valverde. “I think I’m

the best,” Valverde (now pitching

for the Washington Nationals) told

the New York Times in 2009, then

went on to list the many rituals
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went on to list the many rituals

that make him the best: He must

chew three pieces of gum before

taking the field. He will not step on

any foul line. And he doesn’t speak

out loud to anyone, not even his

wife or child, before a game.

But would he eat a day-old pretzel

for good luck? “Sorry,” Wilcox

says. “Nothing comes to mind …

about player superstitions.”

Maybe the Diamondbacks are

superstitious about discussing

superstitions.

Dancing With Brooms

Superstitions inform Latino

tradition like yellow and heat

inform the sun.

“They’re everywhere in every Latin

culture,” says journalist and Mesa

Community College instructor

Nadine Arroyo Rodriguez. There’s

almost no such thing as being

Latina and not hearing about mal

de ojo, the “evil eye” custom her

Luster Kaboom
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nana passed down to her. “You had

to wear a bracelet or earrings with

red and black stones in them,”

Arroyo Rodriguez recalls, “to ward

off the bad luck when someone

put the evil eye on you.”

Alcazar Creative founder Thania

Betancourt Alcazar remembers her

father telling her the black magic

of mal de ojo could be held at bay

by placing a red string on her

forehead. “Also, you should put an

egg under your bed to pull out all

your bad energy,” the Mexican

immigrant says. Speaking of beds,

“If you say something bad about

your dead relatives, they will pull

your feet while you sleep.”

Alcazar lives by a long list of

superstitions. “For manifesting

more travel, my abuelita always

told me to put maletas (suitcases)

outside of the house or near my

front door on New Year’s Eve to

bring more travel. You get extra

points if you run around the block

with them!”

ASU professor Pierina Ortiz says if

you spot a dog peeing, you’ll grow

a new mole. “An itchy palm means

good luck,” she’s been told all her

life. “So buy a lottery ticket if you

find yourself scratching your

hands!” Arizona-based travel
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blogger Maira Garcia remembers

growing up with the rule that you

should never sweep your floors

after the sun goes down, because

you’ll sweep all your luck away.

Brooms come up a lot in Latino

culture. Downtown artist Irma

Sanchez has heard the one about

how running a broom over

someone’s feet forever dooms

them to spinsterhood. And there’s

the one about never taking a

broom with you when you move;

you should buy a new one once

you get to your new home. But the

superstition Sanchez lived by for

many years involved never

passing a standing broom. “A

broom had to be properly put

away in a broom closet,” she says

— preferably a closet with a lock on

the door. “Barring that, placing

something in front of a broom, like

a laundry basket or a potted plant,

is a good idea.”

When Sanchez worked at U-Haul

several years ago, there were

brooms everywhere. “U-Haul is

very serious about keeping their

floors clean,” she remembers. All

those brooms made getting to her

office difficult, until Sanchez

located a back entrance that didn’t

have any brooms near it. She

eventually overcame her sweeping
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eventually overcame her sweeping

fears thanks to her father, who

deliberately stuck a broom near

the front door of their home. “I had

to touch the broom to move it and

get into the house. It got me over

my broom-dance dilemma.”

Natalia Ronceria Ceballos, owner

of local business-consulting firm

La NRC, says growing up in

Colombia means practically living

by superstitions. “If you find a

spider in your home, you’ll have

good luck,” she insists. “But a dark

butterfly or moth in the house is

an omen that someone will pass

away soon.”

Keep a dollar in your wallet all

year, and it will bring you money,

she promises. “But don’t leave

your purse on the floor or you’ll

lose money.”

Underwear is important, Ceballos

swears. “Colombians know if you

put on new yellow undies, it will

bring happiness and money. Red

undies bring love and passion.” On

top of your unmentionables, she

says, you should wear new clothes

on New Year’s Eve, so you’ll get

new clothes in the coming year.

“That night, put lentils in your

pockets so there won’t be a

shortage of food next year. And

d ’t f t t t 12 t
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don’t forget to eat 12 grapes at

midnight and make a wish on each

one for each month of the new

year, and your wishes will all come

true.”

Lucky Charms

“I’m a shiny-penny gal,” Valley

Realtor Sherry Rampy says. “If I

see a penny, I’m picking it up. Even

if it’s not heads up, it means I’m

going to have a good day.”

Rampy knows the whole find-a-

penny thing is just superstition.

But so is burying a statue of St.

Joseph upside down in your front

yard to help sell your house, and

she’s certainly seen that happen

often enough. “People go buy St.

Joseph, and he comes with a

prayer attached. He’s the patron

saint of families, so he’s good if

you’re buying a family home. St.

Joseph is sort of the ultimate

stepdad.”

Rampy’s heard tell of a man who

t d hi i t ti t b

Luster Kaboom
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wrote down his intentions to buy a

particular house, burnt the note,

and scattered the ashes on the

lawn. He bought the house, and

many years later, she got the

listing to resell it. Fire isn’t always

a good thing, though. “My friend

Jan buried St. Joseph to sell a

house, and the house burned down

the next day. She says she’ll never

do that again.”

Changing Hands Bookstore co-

owner Cindy Dach doesn’t worry

about her bookshop chain

bursting into flames. Her wish for

good fortune is made real by

smudging both her Phoenix and

Tempe stores with sage to keep

them safe from harm. When the

Tempe store was broken into a few

years ago, it got an extra

smudging.

Georganne Bryant sells a lot of

lucky charms at Frances, her

popular Camelback Road

boutique. “It’s just that hopeful,

positive ritual stuff that people are

drawn to,” she reasons. “For me, I

just like the look of them. There’s

the evil eye, a Greek or Israeli

eyeball charm, to protect you. We

sell a lot of pretty four-leaf clovers,

and a ton of milagras that all have

different meanings and powers.”

L l B h i d
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Lately, Bryant has noticed

customers collecting artifacts to

create altars with. “It’s the political

climate. There’s an uptick in

people wanting to feel confident

about what’s coming next. That’s

also why we’re selling more Ouija

boards. People are really into

asking the afterlife what to prepare

for.”

Bryant calls all these items she

sells “mystical, magical

curiosities.” But palm reader Sher

Trueblood thinks buying lucky

charms is a waste of cash. “Just

draw a pentagram on the palm of

your left hand,” she says. “Or

better yet, just below your chest.

That will keep you safe and save

you money.”

Trueblood, who runs an

appointment-only palm-reading

service from her Glendale home,

thinks rabbit’s feet are another rip-

off. “Oh, please,” she moans. “And

don’t talk to me about lighting

candles, either. It’s what you think

about in this life that brings you

good or bad fortune. Not what

you’re carrying around in your

purse to bring you luck.”

Maybe. Sherry Rampy isn’t so sure.

“My biggest real estate quandary

was the time I saw a shiny heads-
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up penny in a disgusting house in

a pile of cat litter,” she recalls. “I

thought about it for a minute. Did I

want hepatitis, or good luck?”

She picked up the penny.

Solid Advice

There are so many superstitions

around preparing and serving food

and beverages, according to Sean

Donnelly, it’s a wonder anyone

ever gets anything to eat or drink.

A lot of waiters don’t like to talk

about a slow night when they’re

having one, reports Donnelly, the

director of food and beverage at

downtown’s DeSoto Central

Market, “because then the night

can get busy in a rush, and the

wheels can fall off immediately.”

The same rule holds true in many

local restaurant kitchens, where

talk about how well-timed

everything is can lead to chaos.

Lee Hillson, executive sous chef at

Chandler’s Sheraton Grand at Wild

Luster Kaboom
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Horse Pass Resort, cautions

against ever “talking about the

bus.” That’s his euphemism for

having a busload of people show

up at the restaurant at the same

time. In short: If the kitchen is in

the middle of getting slammed,

don’t complain about it while it’s

happening. It will just make it get

worse. Say something about how it

isn’t happening, and it will

eventually slow down.

Many servers won’t discuss tips

until the end of shift, Donnelly

says, because it can jinx their night

if they do. Old-school restaurant

managers will keep the same host

or hostess “running the book” for

an entire night. “If you change the

book person mid-shift,” Donnelly

explains, “the night goes south.”

This is especially true on holidays,

for some reason. “That’s why you’ll

frequently encounter a very

beleaguered host or hostess at the

end of an all-day service on

Thanksgiving or Mother’s Day.”

From all reports, talking about

how well things are going is a

terrible idea in any restaurant. “So

don’t say the air-conditioning is

working fine,” says Christopher

Gross, chef and owner of

Christopher’s and Crush Lounge,

“because then it will stop working
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because then it will stop working

on a Saturday afternoon, when

you’ll pay double to repair it.”

Tempe-based baker Tracy

Dempsey of Tracy Dempsey

Originals will speak no client

names aloud after 1 p.m., because

that can lead to the client turning

in a late order for baked goods.

Pretty much no restaurateur or

cook wants to receive a knife as a

gift, reports ramen king Josh

Hebert of Hot Noodles Cold Sake

in Scottsdale. “You have to tape a

penny to the knife. The penny is

the gift, the knife comes with it.”

Hebert also advises against

servers saying a table is “the last

table of the night” before closing,

because someone will always walk

in right after.

Scottsdale food blogger Thimetis

Molina

(adventuresofahungrylatina.com)

likes the old rule about never

passing a salt shaker to a fellow

diner, because it’s bad luck. Just set

the shaker down on the table, her

grandmother used to advise.

Bartenders also have some wonky

rules. Some won’t count tips until

the end of shift, according to

Travis Nass of Tempe’s Caskwerks

Distillery, because it can cause tips

to stop coming So can accepting
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to stop coming. So can accepting

drink orders for a Cement Mixer,

Berlinger white zinfandel, and

anything bottled by Boone’s Farm,

Nass insists.

Like restaurant folks, cocktail

servers don’t like to say it’s “slow

tonight” or that things are going

smoothly, because that will make

everything change. Nass

remembers how for years it was

considered unlucky to refuse the

offer of a drink from a customer.

Nowadays, accepting a drink is

considered unprofessional and

bad form, but there are newer

superstitions related to toasting

customers at the bar. So no raising

your glass or clinking yours

against theirs, he warns, or

something bad will happen to both

of you.

Some of this stuff is just funny,

Nass admits. “Like how if there’s

less than an ounce in a bottle

during inventory, you have to

drink it.” There’s a notion he can

get behind. “That’s not so much

superstition as solid advice!”

https://images1.phoenixnewtimes.com/imager/u/original/9723696/06-nightlife_pela.jpg
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Backstage Rituals

Local musicians are too cool for

school, but they also have some

hinky rituals they must perform

before every gig — or else.

Phoenix-based recording studio

owner and record producer Bob

Hoag says it’s important to him to

wear only vintage clothing when

he’s performing. If it’s an especially

important performance, he has to

wear a vintage undershirt. Hoag,

who’s been drumming lately with

El Sonida de Reposa, prefers ’60s

fashion — but he gets good vibes

from ’40s and ’50s threads, too.

The same holds true for vintage

eyeglass frames, which he also

collects. “I was really sick with

pneumonia last year, and I almost

died,” Hoag says. “I can’t wear the

eyeglasses I had on in the hospital

anymore, because they’re bad luck

in my mind.” The same is true of

glasses Hoag wore when things

went especially right. If an out-of-

town gig goes well, he likes to wear

the same pair of glasses the next

time he travels.

“The other thing is, I’m very weird

about even versus odd numbers ”

Luster Kaboom
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about even versus odd numbers,

Hoag admits. “When I’m setting a

tempo on a metronome, I always

set an odd number for good luck.

This kid I knew in third grade told

me an even number was bad luck,

and I believed him. Now I can’t

change it. That can be tough, since

music is often in 4/4 time.”

Rob Kroehler of Phoenix fave band

Ladylike (and a New Times

contributor) says, “I’m a big

believer in focused energy. As the

band leader, I feel like I’m far more

likely to jinx the performance if I

don’t gather the troops backstage

beforehand and have a ‘hands-in’

moment to synchronize our

collective energy and focus, before

we hit the stage. That’s my big

ritual. That and whiskey.”

Childsplay actor Katie McFadzen

has her own superstitions. “The

stage manager calls ‘Five minutes

to places!’ and I know I better pee

even if I don’t have to, because

once I get to my entrance, I’ll have

to pee. Even if my bladder is

empty. It’s magic.”

Her other superstition is also

peculiar: McFadzen breaks a

Fisherman’s Friend lozenge in half

(“because they’re intense and I can

only handle half of one”) and then

h t ff th th h lf t
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has to offer the other half to a

castmate (like a priest offering

Communion), always saying the

phrase, “Lozenge of Christ?” She is

afraid to find out what would

happen if she didn’t perform this

ritual.

Louis Farber, associate artistic

director of Stray Cat Theatre,

doesn’t wear his superstitions on

his sleeve. He wears them on his

feet.

“I have this one pair of socks,”

Farber explains. “Not your typical

socks that a man would wear.

They’re knee-high, pink-and-

purple argyles. I wear them every

opening night, for luck.”

If he’s acting in the play, Farber

can’t always wear his good luck

charms onstage. “They’re sort of

difficult to hide. But I do wear

them all day on the day the show

opens. It’s less about the magic, I

guess, than the ritual of doing

what makes me feel better and

more secure. I do feel like I would

have a weird panic attack if I didn’t

wear those socks. I sort of rely on

them to bring me good fortune.”

His bright argyles have become a

weird kind of trademark, Farber

reports. “People expect me to post

a social media photo of me in my
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socks before any opening night. It’s

kind of weird.”

Not as weird as

some of the

superstitions

dancers hold

dear. Frances

Smith Cohen,

artistic director

of Center

Dance Ensemble, has a long list of

those. “Whistling in the theater is

really bad luck,” she says. “And

when I start choreographing a new

work, if the first rehearsal goes

really well, like I’m on fire, I wear

the same rehearsal clothes for

every rehearsal till it’s finished. I

do wash them!”

Dancers shouldn’t say Macbeth in

a theater, Smith Cohen says, but

they may say “merde” to wish

someone luck on a dance

performance. “But never, ever

‘break a leg’,” because dancers do

break legs, and it can ruin a career.

Also, she warns against a dancer

ever admitting her worst fear

about a routine she’s about to

perform. “Because if you say it,

that worst fear will happen to you

the next time you perform.”

With all these rituals to ward off

their lists of fears, it’s a wonder

SHOW ME

HOW
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performers ever take the stage at

all.

Research by Abigail Hebert.

Robrt has been a
weekly contributor to
Phoenix New Times
since 1991, primarily
as a cultural critic. His
radio essays air on
National Public Radio
affiliate KJZZ's
Morning Edition.

CONTACT:
Robrt L. Pela
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It’s a question that many people

ponder this time of year: What are

you going to be for Halloween?

The good news is you’ve got plenty

of time to decide, considering that

Halloween is a few weeks away.

And, even better, there are

countless possibilities to choose

from when it comes to inspiration.

There are old standbys, like

pirates, ninjas, and zombies, as

well as always popular options like

superheroes (Spider-Man’s pretty

big this year due to the new movie)

Masks and costume items for sale at a local Spirit Halloween store.
Benjamin Leatherman

The Best Phoenix Costumes of 2017
(So Far)

10 Best Haunted Houses in Metro
Phoenix
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Thrones' Final Season?
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big this year due to the new movie)

and Star Wars (there’s another

movie due out in December).

If all of that is old hat by now,

we’ve got a few suggestions that

are quite timely and popular, most

of which are based off current pop

culture trends, blockbuster

movies, and television shows.

As we’ve done each year, we’ve

scoured social media and the

internet for ideas and also

consulted with local costume

shops (including such Valley

favorites as Groovy Ghoulies in

Mesa and Easley’s in Phoenix). The

result is our annual list of the

biggest costume trends of the year.

Check it out and get planning.

After all, you'll want to look your

best come Halloween weekend.

Fidget Spinners 

When it comes to the fads of 2017,

the biggest one, by far, has been all

those dang fidget spinners. You’ve

likely seen ‘em in every single

convenience store or being

clutched in the hands of bored

Six-Foot Fidget Spinner Costume…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBhYOc3frfc
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clutched in the hands of bored

people everywhere. And come

Halloween, there’s a good chance

that a few life-sized fidget spinners

will be getting down at costume

parties or knocking on your front

door in search of candy.

If you’d like to be one of ‘em, a few

tutorials can found online

(including this one and this one)

that detail step-by-step

instructions on how to build a fully

operable spinner costume for less

than $50. But don’t be surprised if

total strangers try to play with you,

particularly if they're drunk.

GLOW 

Professional wrestling’s

burgeoning status as a legitimate

geeky pursuit got a big shot in the

arm this year thanks to the

popular Netflix series inspired by

the Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling

from the ‘80s. And like anything

having to do with wrestling, it’s a

colorful show that embraces its

time period with gusto You can

The stars of GLOW. Courtesy of Netflix

http://cockeyed.com/incredible/fidget_spinner/fidget_spinner_costume.html
http://www.shefinds.com/diy-fidget-spinner-halloween-costume/
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time period with gusto. You can

recreate the look of any of its

characters – including Ruth "Zoya

the Destroya" Wilder, Justine

"Scab" Biagi, or Sheila "the She

Wolf" – pretty easily with some

leotards, makeup, and (naturally)

spandex.

David S. Pumpkins 

It started out as a one-off skit

starting Tom Hanks from Saturday

Night Live last fall that was dumb,

goofy fun. Then, as such things are

wont to do, David S. Pumpkins

transformed into a viral thing

when people across the internet

embraced the character.

Now, it’s become a commodity

with no less than four different

costumes for sale online and at

chain stores like Party City and

Halloween Spirit. Word even has it

that SNL is bringing back the

character in the near future. In

other words, it's pretty much

guaranteed that David S.

Pumpkins doppelgangers will be a

part of Halloween parties

Haunted Elevator (ft. David S. Pu…

https://www.target.com/p/men-s-pumpkin-leaves-suit-costume-large/-/A-51160509?ref=tgt_adv_XS000000&AFID=google_pla_df&CPNG=PLA_Seasonal+Shopping&adgroup=SC_Seasonal&LID=700000001170770pgs&network=g&device=c&location=9029978&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIo5OPvLGv1gIVlINpCh3cgAMHEAQYBSABEgKC7_D_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Pumpkin-Suit-Adult-Halloween-Costume/46203633?wmlspartner=wlpa&selectedSellerId=12008&adid=22222222227033821384&wl0=&wl1=g&wl2=c&wl3=70648896152&wl4=pla-138618096272&wl5=9029978&wl6=&wl7=&wl8=&wl9=pla&wl10=117084231&wl11=online&wl12=46203633&wl13=&veh=sem
http://www.online-fancy-dress.com/store/adult-fancy-dress/stands-out-suits/pumpkin-suit-chest-46-48-/prod_8005.html?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIo5OPvLGv1gIVlINpCh3cgAMHEAQYCCABEgKRPfD_BwE
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/david-s-pumpkins-come-back-tom-hanks_us_59bb456be4b0edff971ac395
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rS00xWnqwvI
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everywhere this year (with or

without his dancing skeletons).

Any questions?

The Defenders 

They may not have the

blockbuster status and cinematic

pedigree of The Avengers, but the

super-powered stars of Netflix

comic book-inspired series The

Defenders are still wildly popular.

As is the show itself, which

debuted in August to rave reviews

from critics. And if you and your

crew want to dress as the

ensemble (which includes Jessica

Jones, Luke Cage, Daredevil, and,

um, that other guy) as part of the

group costume, the good news is

that their get-ups are basically

ordinary clothes. As for deciding

which one of you will be unlucky

enough to portray Iron Fist, we’ll

leave that up to y’all.

The small screen version of The Defenders.
Courtesy of Netflix

http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/film/with-the-defenders-marvel-and-netflix-pick-up-the-pace-and-lighten-the-mood-9584944
https://images1.phoenixnewtimes.com/imager/u/original/9701874/the-defenders-halloween-costume-trends-2017.jpg
https://images1.phoenixnewtimes.com/imager/u/original/9702581/game-of-thrones-season-7-hbo-khaleesi.jpg
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Game of Thrones 

Game of Thrones has not only

become one of the biggest TV

shows in history, it’s also a major

cottage industry come Halloween

season. “A lot of people come in

looking for stuff for Game of

Thrones costumes,” says an

employee of Groovy Ghoulies in

Mesa.

In addition to all the officially

licensed items available, there are

also tons of medieval gear and

accessories that can be found at

any and every Halloween store,

including knock-off items and

apparel that’s clearly inspired by

the show. Hell, you could also do

what the show’s costume designer

have done and repurpose some

rugs from IKEA for an authentic-

looking cape.

But if you’d like to go as the

deliciously evil Olenna Tyrell (a

popular choice, considering her

now-famous quip “Tell Cersei, I

want her to know it was me”),

’ll i h h

Emilia Clarke in season seven in Game of Thrones.
Helen Sloan/Courtesy of HBO

https://www.costumesupercenter.com/categories/game-of-thrones
https://www.boredpanda.com/game-of-thrones-cape-instructions-ikea/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V28r0MWvuFU
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you’ll either have to sew one

yourself or scour Etsy.

Stranger Things 

The hullabaloo over Stranger

Things is about to get even bigger

over the next few weeks. The

second season of the

phenomenally popular Netflix

program fittingly debuts just a few

days before Halloween on October

27, and – according to its producer

– things are only going to get

stranger.

While that’s good news for fans,

who have awaited the show’s

return in earnest, it doesn’t allow

much time to create any potential

Halloween costumes referencing

the new season. If that happens to

be you, consider going with

something from the epic first

season, be it the Eggo-loving

Eleven, Chief of Police Jim Hopper,

or any of the kids. There are a

Stranger Things costuming items at a local Spirit
Halloween store.

Benjamin Leatherman

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/567383253028773367/?lp=true
https://images1.phoenixnewtimes.com/imager/u/original/9702476/stranger-things-costumes-halloween-trends-2017.jpg
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variety of accessories and

costuming items available at local

costume shops like Groovy

Ghoulies in Mesa or Easley’s in

Central Phoenix, not to mention all

the Spirit Halloween stores, to

assist you.

It 

Evil and insidious clowns have

typically been a big hit during the

scary season. In recent years,

we’ve encountered such dastardly

jesters as Twisty from American

Horror Story, various versions of

The Joker, and Captain Spaulding

from House of 1000 Corpses. And

then there’s Pennywise from It,

who’s downright inescapable at

the moment due to the success of

the recently released remake.

As you’d expect, costume retailer

are selling Pennywise costumes

like mad, including both Tim

Curry’s O.G. incarnation from the

1990 miniseries and Bill

Bill Skarsgård as Pennywise from It.
Brooke Palmer/Warner Bros.

http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/location/groovy-ghoulies-costumes-6498069
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/location/easleys-fun-shop-6488574
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Skarsgård's frillier version

currently seen in cinemas. Both

are fantastically frightening.

Twin Peaks 

The odd and off-kilter nature of

Twin Peaks makes it an easy

choice, especially for anyone who’s

a fan of the much-beloved original

show or the long-awaited

continuation. Like with It, you

could go old-school or new-

school.

If you're into the former, consider

dressing as Sheriff Harry S.

Truman, the original incarnation

of the Log Lady, The Man from

Another Place, or even the corpse

of Laura Palmer (complete with

plastic wrap and pale makeup). If

you’re more into the new series,

there are such options as Dougie

Jones, Dr. Lawrence Jacoby, Diane,

or (of course) Agent Cooper. You

could also consider doing Candie

and the Casino Girls with your gal-

Kyle MacLachlan and Al Strobel from the latest Twin
Peaks season.

Suzanne Tenner/SHOWTIME

http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/film/its-good-coop-bad-coop-in-the-first-four-episodes-of-twin-peaks-9350610
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y g

pals or The Woodsmen if you’ve

got a few duders.

Wonder Woman 

Millions of folks flocked to

cinemas this summer to see

Wonder Woman on the big screen,

smashing box office records and

the glass ceiling in the process.

The adventures of Diana Prince

raked in $410 million domestically,

making her the undisputed champ

of comic book movies in 2017.

Thanks to both of these facts, plus

the legendary status of the

character as a pop cultural icon,

Wonder Woman costumes are

expected to be phenomenally

popular during Halloween among

women and girls alike (and maybe

even a few dudes, too).

Given that the character is going

to be featured in the upcoming

Justice League flick, there's a

chance you might see her rolling

with Batman, Superman, The

Gal Gadot as Wonder Woman.
Clay Enos/Warner Bros. and Ratpac Entertainment

https://www.wired.com/story/who-ruled-comic-con-cosplay-in-2017-wonder-woman-obviously/
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p

Flash, and Aquaman in various

group costumes as well.

Rick and Morty 

Adult Swim’s

hit Rick and

Morty Planet

Musicis

subversive,

hilarious,

nihilistic as

hell, and occasionally pretty gross.

It also was arguably one the

biggest television shows of the

summer, animated or otherwise.

As such, expect to encounter

plenty of characters from the show

this Halloween season, including

Summer, Beth, Mr. Meeseeks, Mr.

Poopybutthole, and the

gigantic Cromulons heads behind

Planet Music.

Oh yeah, you also might run into

any number of different Ricks and

Mortys, owing to the infinite

possibilities of the show’s

multiverse shtick. Just off the top

Rick and Morty will be everywhere during Halloween.
Courtesy of Adult Swim

SHOW ME

HOW
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of our heads, there’s Doofus Rick,

Hipster Morty, Junk Yard Rick,

Karate Morty, Rick D. Sanchez III,

and maybe even Pickle Rick. Or

you could use your imagination

and come up with something

original.

Show us what you've got.

Other Ideas 

If none of these suggestions are to

your liking, you also could

consider going as the human

version of that gaudy Unicorn

Frappuccino from Starbucks, the

ass-kicking femme fatale from

Atomic Blonde, or even characters

from either the television remake

of Westworld or that live action

Beauty and the Beast film. The

choice is up to you.  

Benjamin is the clubs
editor at Phoenix New
Times. He covers local
nightlife, music, culture
geekery, and fringe
pursuits.

CONTACT:
Benjamin Leatherman
FOLLOW:
Twitter: @partycrasher
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Homeowners Born Before
1985 Are Getting a Huge
Reward
Sponsored By: MorningFinance

The Rock Gods

Expect to See a
Lotta Fortoul
Brothers Art at
Lost Lake Festival

Fiat Lux Gallery
Coming Soon to
Downtown
Scottsdale
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